
 

 

 

 

 

 

August 21, 2020 

Principal's Update 
Good afternoon, 

Please see the important information regarding RINI Middle College. 

● RINI Reopening Plan 
o As we continue to prepare for the reopening of schools during this very unusual year,  we are closely 

monitoring the state data and are paying close attention to the communities most affected by the 
pandemic.  With safety as our primary concern, and serving a majority of students from some of the 
areas where the virus is prevalent, we are planning a staggered start if we are allowed any in-person 
instruction.  RIDE and RIDOH will notify all schools on August 31, 2020, about which scenario they 
should use to open on September 14 and I will notify families as soon as I receive the information.  See 
the RINI website for more information about our plans.   

● RINI Family Survey 
o Knowing that this is a challenging time for families, the state is allowing all families to have the choice 

of distance learning even if school resumes in-person instruction in any of the 3 scenarios.  RINI is 
asking that if families prefer distance learning, they make that selection for the first semester and they 
will be able to make a different selection for the second semester if needed.  Of course, all plans are 
subject to change as the state of the pandemic evolves and we may need to move to a more restrictive 
or to a more permissive plan as the situation demands.  Flexibility will be important this year.  It is 
important that all families state their intentions as soon as possible so that we can prepare for 
reopening.  To date, we have received fewer than one-half of the enrolled students' responses to 
the RINI Family Survey:  Intentions/Plans for the 2020-2021 School Year.  If you have not yet 
responded to this 2 question survey, please so as soon as possible.   

● RI information about Back to School 
o If you would like more information, please check RIDE’s Back2SchoolRI website that is dedicated to all 

things related to a safe school reopening for all schools this fall. The website provides our state with 
constant updates from Commissioner Infante-Green and the RIDE team, answers to the most 
frequently asked questions, event and engagement updates, and much more. This site will be 
continuously updated as we navigate our way towards a safe reopening of schools on September 14. 

● Enrollment 
o All incoming grade 9 students must have all of their forms and paperwork completed by August 31, 

2020 in order to be considered a fully enrolled RINI student.  Failure to complete the 
enrollment process may result in the forfeiture of the seat in the class of 2024.  RINI currently has a 
large waiting list of students who really wish to become nurses. 

o Any student who is not intending to return to RINI should contact the main office or Ms. Lubo or Mrs. 
Leiva as soon as possible.  We will assist with transfers as needed.   

Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions, comments, or concerns.  Thank you for your patience as we 
navigate this historic time.   
 

Kind Regards, 

Mrs. Hitchings 

 


